2011 mazda cx 7 headlight

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Mazda CX-7 based on all problems reported for the CX The headlight
bulbs burn out multiple times a year and on top of that, the lens have fogged up to the point that
I was forced to replace the headlamps. The car was not drivable during dusk, night and dawn
hours. The fog seems to be from the inside, since no amount of exterior cleaning would help.
The rear break lights are also fogged up and the inside red plastic is also melted. These are
some major safety issues. I have replaced the headlamps, but it seems like the new ones will
have the same issue in the years to come. My headlights keep going out. I have to put in new
head light bulbs every few months. I have changed the head light bulb on both sides for an
entire year. Currently my right head light is out again. I purchased another bulb and have to pay
for a mechanic to fix my head light this week. Every since I first purchased my car, my door
handles are very loose, I've had to get the driver one fixed and it's loose again. It causes me to
not be able to use that door. All my windows will not go up once I put them down and they are
also making noises. My headlights are dimmer from when I first purchased the car, and I have to
keep replacing them because they keep going out. Car was purchased may I cannot remember
when it all started. All repairs were made at jim ellis Mazda, cobb pkwy, marietta, GA from
purchase until sept. My headlamps fogged up after a year or so, they said it was normal. My
headlamp bulbs had to be replaced every 3 to 6 months and, now they are replaced every
months. All bulbs were purchased from Mazda yet all bulbs died out within months. In the past 6
months, headlamp bulbs were replaced four times. The police watched while I checked day time
running lights, high beams, low beams and, at 9 p. I took the car to Mazda roswell the next
morning. When I described the problem, stephanie johnson, service advisor manager
immediately recognized the problem by inquiring how often I had to change my bulbs in the car.
Unfortunately, I received a call from Mazda 3 days later alleging that my headlight assembly was
fried because I did not use Mazda manufactured bulbs. I stopped using Mazda service after 6
years because not only could they not find or fix the consistent headlamp problem but Mazda
service would find a repair that I had not complained of. This car was defective when sold but
not rising to the level of lemon law complaints. Headlight assembly fogged up on the inside
causing bad illumination at night. Although it seems to be sealed properly, moisture is still
entering assembly. Low beam and high beam headlights burn out multiple times through out
the year. The low beam on either side burn out and have to be replaced more frequently than the
high beams. Headlights on the car go out frequently while driving at night. I have to change
them times a year on both sides. I had to replace the lower headlight several time on the
passenger side since purchase in Two time after the bulb was replace the light went out while I
was driving home at night. Again as of may 4, the headlight us not working. For the last 2 years I
have been trying to get our headlights to work properly with no success. Even when both dim
headlights are working they are so dimm we can't drive with them and if one of them goes out
we might as well not have a headlight. I have a vw and if one of it's low beam lights is out it is
times brighter than the Mazda with both low beams. This is very dangerous because if we are
out at night we have to use the high beams which blinds on coming traffic. I have taken it to jim
ellis Mazda twice and the first time I didn't even get home with out the light falling out. Took it
back and they assured me if was fixed but it wasn't and now the service rep nor the service
manager will even return my call. I have had it to 3 different local shops and they can't fix it
either. One of them finally got the light from falling out and replaced them both with the brighest
light we could find and they are still very very dimm. I have also spent hundreds of dollars on
this issue so it is not only dangerous but very disappointing not to mention very dangerous.
Thanks, patrick foley. I purchased the vehicle used in may of I only had the vehicle 2 days and
had to replace the drivers head light. On December 17th the drivers headlight went out again
and on the 19th of December the passenger headlight has gone out. My front headlights are so
dim I can hardly see when driving after dusk. Even with the high beams on I can only see about
two car lengths in front of me. They look fogged up. I was getting gas last week and a
gentleman came over and asked if he could clean my headlights. Free of charge but he felt it
was too dangerous for me to drive. I told him I agreed but that they couldn't be cleaned. He did
give it a try but it was futile. The film that seems to be covering the lens is on the inside. Or I
think it is because it cannot be scrubbed off. It is really scary driving home from work and new
light bulbs did not make any difference. I believe it is a manufacturer's defect that if just being
ignored. I bought this car November of I have had to replace both headlights once and the right
headlight twice. The headlight covers either retain moisture or heat up to the point that it is
burning the lights out or melting the cover. The covers are so fogged up that I have to have the
lights on bright all the time to have enough light to see. There is an obvious defect most people
don't have to replace headlight every 4 to 6 months. Low beam headlights continuously need
replacing. Averaging a set every six months. The bulbs are blown when first turned on or while

driving on the highway. Extremely dangerous at night in rural areas. Do not use lights during
the day unless raining. From the time I purchased this vehicle the headlights would retain
moisture and fog up. This has supposedly been repaired by Mazda, but reoccurs and results
with poor headlight illumination. The illumination provided by my headlights is reduced
considerably due to this defect. I have 17, miles on this vehicle now and have repeatedly tried to
have this problem corrected. I believe this defect to impose a danger. Takata recall. Low beam
headlights are always blowing out. Have to replace every 6 months or sooner. Tl- the contact
owns a Mazda cx7. The contact stated that when turning the headlights on low beam, the
headlight does not illuminate bright enough. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was not made aware of the vehicle. The failure mileage 53, Low beam headlights frequently,
every three to four months, go out. Lighting is so poor when they do work that we do not use
the vehicle after dark if at all possible and then use the high beams to operate safely. From the
time I purchased this vehicle the plastic lens on the xenon headlights has been cloudy. The
vehicle is garaged and presently has just 15, miles. The cloudy headlight lens reduce visibility.
The dealer from the date of delivery states cloudiness is normal. The controls essential for
vehicle operation speedometer, tachometer, transmission gear placement , otherwise known as
the center "cluster" controls are illuminated regardless if headlights are on or off. This vehicle
is not equipped with automatic headlights, thus making this issue more pressing. When the
dash controls are illuminated, you forget to turn on your head lamps to make yourself visible to
other vehicles. Mazda stated that the dash controls are illuminated in order to make gauges
more visible. My whole argument has been that if I am having even the slightest difficulty seeing
my dashboard due to poor lighting whether it be cloudy, dark, dusk, etc. If the dash is
illuminated, you will forget to turn on your head lamps. This has already caused one accident,
and I am afraid that it may lead to more in the future. Car Problems. Headlights problem 1.
Headlights problem 2. Headlights problem 3. Headlights problem 4. Headlights problem 5.
Headlights problem 6. Headlights problem 7. Headlights problem 8. Headlights problem 9.
Headlights problem Headlights problems Tail Light Switch problems. Exterior Lighting
problems. Brake Light problems. First purchase from Parts Geek, and the part was shipped
quickly. Description said the headlight had haze on it, and the picture showed someone had
written on the headlight. When it arrived, earlier than expected, the headlight was spotless and
the haze had been cleaned off! Installed with on issues! Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Adapter. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb.
Battery Hold Down Bolt. Brake Light Bulb. Bumper Cover Reflector. Combination Lamp Bulb.
Dome Light Bulb. Door Remote Mirror Switch. Fog Light. Fog Light Bulb. Headlight Ballast.
Headlight Bulb. Headlight Bulb Socket. Headlight Connector. Headlight Igniter. Headlight Relay.
Headlight Sealed Beam. Headlight Switch. Headlight Wiring Harness. Horn Relay. Interior Dome
Light. Interior Door Light Bulb. License Light Bulb. Luggage Compartment Light Bulb. Main
Relay. Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor Connector. Map Light Bulb. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil
Pressure Switch Connector. Parking Light Bulb. Power Window Motor Gear. Rain Sensor.
Reflector Assembly. Reservoir Level Sensor. Side Marker Light Bulb. Speedometer Sensor.
Speedometer Transmitter. Stop Light Switch. Tail Light Assembly. Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail
Light Bulb. Trailer Connector Kit. Trailer Tow Harness. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal
Switch. Vehicle Speed Sensor Connector. Washer Pump. Washer Pump Grommet. Windshield
Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper Blade. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Xenon
Headlight Control Unit. Xenon Headlight Igniter. Xenon Lighting Ballast. Air Intake. Chemicals
and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical.
Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Action Crash. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Product List
Price:. Position: Left - Driver Side. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part.
Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the same as the original.
Position: Right - Passenger Side. Brock Headlight Assembly - Left. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Brock Headlight Assembly - Right. TYC Headlight Assembly. Action Crash
MAN. Easy ordering, fast shipping, great product. Came on time, easy to install. March 5th,
Posted by Sasha. Action Crash MAC. January 19th, Posted by Great Experience! June 16th,
Posted by Andrew. Great product and great, fast service. The headlight was easy to install.
Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Mazda CX7. Catalog: K. Catalog: B. Vehicle Body Mazda CX7. Catalog:
A. Vehicle Mazda CX7. We're giving it a tentative "Good" rating for now. Mazda CX-7 The
headlights constantly keep burning out. I had another for 15 years and only replace the lights
once. The mechanic keeps telling that the inside of the lights keep burning out. I have contacted
Mazda and they say this is not an issue. Replacement of light bulbs is an issue. The tail lights
have been giving the same problems. Womething keeps burning them out. It is very dangerous.
I HAVE to get rid of this vehicle!!!!. NOT loving this product!!! It has been 7 years this car has
been made but Mazda took no action. Dealerships charge too much. It's against the law to cheat

customers. I know with most cars there are issues, but it's the manufacturers responsibility to
fix the flaws. Headlight problems are dangerous Haven't had light fixed just yet. I'm
unfortunately unemployed now with absolutely no income so figured I drive around with one
headlight for now until I decide if I have dealer fix and charge it or talk to a friend who does car
repairs on the side from his service job at a Buick dealership. Guess what? On February 17th,
four days later, the passenger and only working headlight left goes out. I can't drive at night or
when it rains due to IL State law that if wipers are on, headlights must be on. Look for my
February 17th complaint for feedback from big wigs at Mazda via Customer Experience Center.
Exactly a year later had my car back in with dealer to replace now the passenger low beam
headlight bulb. Bought my Mazda CX-7 on January 21, Two years later driver side low beam
headlight bulb was replaced as it went out. Now car back in a year later for the same for the
passenger headlight. I'm starting to see a trend here that something is wrong with car. I even
went from leaving headlights on all the time with auto shut off to only turning on the headlights
when needed rainy weather when wipers are on because it is a law in IL to have headlights on
then and at night. This is getting to be expensive maintenance on this car. Actually it isn't
maintenance, there must be a problem with the lights but no recall known as of yet. Get fixed
and drive on. More complaints to follow. Don't have to be a genius to realize that there is a trend
here and something is wrong with the headlights. I ask service guy if he's seen any other
Mazda's like mine go through this many headlight bulbs. He says no. Still no recall has been
issued and if no one else is having similar problem based on service guy's response, I must
have a lemon perhaps. Leave dealer and drive on. Two more complaints to follow. By April 18,
had to replace driver side headlight bulb. Never had to replace a blown bulb this early in any car
I've owned; new or used. To replace bulb on the CX-7 have to remove wheel from car This was
just the beginning of the blown headlight saga. Four more complaints to follow on this site
including a summary of my conversation with the Customer Experience Center on February 19,
Representative was nice; just didn't like that the big wigs at Mazda didn't do a damn thing with
regard to customer satisfaction. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 6 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
CX-7 problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Mazda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. There are 8 choices for the Mazda CX-7 Headlight!!! Choose Your
Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our
engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional
years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads,
block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be
attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics,
belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select

Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Headlight for Mazda CX-7 Attention! Filters 21 Items.
Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the
COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few
working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location.
Featuring a bright white light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating, Philips CrystalVision
ultra headlight bulb is an excellent style upgrade to your ride while maintaining safety on the
road. It matches the style o We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight Bulb part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Light Source.
Bulb Type. Recommended Use. Beam Color. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Some vehicles may use a specific
manufacturer supplied adapter to the H7 bulb, please reuse this adapter upon installing new
bulb. Fits vehicles with Halogen headlights, will not work with HID headlights. Some vehicles
may use a specific manufacturer supplied adapter to the H7 bulb, please reuse this adapter
upon installing new bulb Quantity Sold : Sold individually Bulb Type : H7 Bulb Type Warranty :
1-year Replacement unlimited-mileage warranty. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components,
this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, r
napa 3032
3 wire range cord diagram
infiniti qx56
epair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th From restoration
to performance products, Kool Vue has got you covered! Kool Vue is a tried and tested brand
trusted by thousands of DIY people and body sho Feb 16, Headlight bulbs. Perfect just what I
wanted. Will be a repeat customer. Felix Maldonado. Purchased on Jan 31, Feb 11, My parts
arrived on time. They were inexpensive and good quality. I was very satisfied with my purchase
and will be ordering again. Charlotte Scurto. Purchased on Jan 23, Feb 08, Gianna Lucatero.
Purchased on Dec 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why are My Headlights
Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons
why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

